
Dear Rep. Mushinsky, Chairman Cervoni, Atty Janis Small and Mayor Dickenson, 
  
Please review the responses for Rep. Munchinky’s letter which we received just this morning from a 
Town Council member. 
  
1) Gotspace AGREES with Rep. Munchinsky. Gotspace must apply as a Minor Source Generator with 
DEEP and therefore cannot and will not ever run generators to sell electricity to the grid. Gotspace will 
run “behind the meter” generators for proprietary use only and Gotspace will peak shave only at 
allowable levels, approximately during the same periods as Wallingford Electric Division runs its own 
peaker generators. The actual running times are approximately 1% per year for peak shaving and an 
hour per month for testing and anytime during a power outage. 
  
2) Gotspace AGREES with Rep. Munchinsky that the generators must meet the exact standards that she 
outlined. These requirements are already Data Industry standards and Gotspace has always agreed to 
these standards, whether or not the State of Connecticut required it through Legislation. 
  
3) Gotspace AGREES that the Data Tax Incentive Amendment presented as the last Amendment to the 
Implementor,  FAILED. Gotspace was never notified this was going to be run in the Implementer and was 
not included in the process. Prior to the Legislation signed into Law on March 5, 2021, Gotspace agreed 
in writing to these efficiency levels. Gotspace shall use these standards proposed by Rep. Munchinsky 
at all of its sites throughout Connecticut. 
  
4) Gotspace AGREES to support the Rep. Munchinky’s emissions standards referenced in her letter to 
Mayor Dickenson specifying the addition of “at steady state, non-transient conditions “, a simple term 
that allows generators necessary warm up time. Gotspace shall provide this Amendment to Attorney 
Janis Small and Mayor Dickenson for their review and comment. Again these requirements are industry 
standards. 
  
Thank you for your time following up on these clarifications, and appreciate your support. 
  
Very Sincerely, 
  
Thomas P. Quinn 
President, Gotspace Data 
 


